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Publishable Summary
In TRIPLE, WP5 is devoted to the integration of Innovative Services in the GoTriple platform. The
work has been organised in the following 6 tasks:

● T5.1: Third-party applications integration

● T5.2: Recommender system

● T5.3: Trust building system

● T5.4: Visualisation

● T5.5: Open annotation tool

● T5.6. Discovery system

The structure of this document, which describes the work done in WP5 after September 2021,
reflects the organisation of the WP, with a dedicated chapter for each of its tasks.

Chapter 2 presents T5.1, which is devoted to the identification of innovative services to
integrate in GoTriple, beyond those developed by the project partners in the other tasks of
WP5. After the successful integration of the Crowdfunding platform, in the current period the
work has been concentrated on integrating two other services identified in the previous phases
of the project: an extendible mechanism to export documents’ metadata for easily importing
them in bookmarking reference management apps and services (e.g. Zotero, Mendeley or
EndNote) and the OPERAS Metrics service.

In Chapter 3, the work in T5.2 on the Recommender system is described, with new
functionalities and services that this platform exposes to GoTriple. In particular, new algorithms
for suggesting documents, projects, and authors have been developed, together with the
personalised recommendations service, which allows registered users to automatically receive
in their personal page dedicated documents suggestions, according to their previous history of
interactions with GoTriple.

Chapter 4 presents how the Trust Building System (TBS) has been expanded within T5.3, with
the implementations of the Public groups, and the definition of new strategies to ease the
onboarding of new users in the TBS platform.

The significant improvements in T5.4 for the interactive Visualization system are described in
Chapter 5, spanning from the enhancements on the User Interface side to the development of
new features, together with refinements to the existing ones.

Chapter 6 discusses the progress of the Open Annotation Tool Pundit, which is part of T5.5. The
chapter highlights the achievements and ongoing efforts, including Pundit's successful
integration into the EOSC Marketplace, which can be attributed to its participation in an EOSC
Digital Innovation Hub (DIH) pilot. Additionally, the team is currently working on incorporating
new features into the web annotation tool during the remaining months of the project.

Finally, Chapter 7 describes the work done in T5.6 on the Discovery System, which is the
back-end component that powers the advanced visualisations of T5.4. Several goals have been
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accomplished here, both on the infrastructure side (the finalisation of the transition to the
Custom Services pipeline, improvements to stability and scalability) and on the functional side,
in particular with the development of the author and project visualisations, the former already
integrated in GoTriple, while the latter will be included soon.
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1. INNOVATIVE SERVICES IN GOTRIPLE: A FINAL UPDATE

We describe in this document the work done in WP5 after September 2021, where the state of
the art of the six tasks of this work-package has already been described in dedicated
deliverables.1

The team has made noteworthy enhancements to the relevant services, as demonstrated in this
document. These improvements include the successful integration of third-party applications,
which were not developed by TRIPLE consortium partners. For each of the WP5 tasks, a detailed
description of the achievements, and in some cases of the remaining work to do in these final
two months of the project, is provided.

2. THIRD-PARTY APPLICATIONS INTEGRATION

T5.1 is the task of the TRIPLE project devoted to the identification of innovative services to

integrate in GoTriple, beyond those developed by the project partners in the other tasks of

WP5. The deliverable D5.1 [1] fully described the selection process of these services, where in

the end, was decided to integrate:

● a crowdfunding platform, operated by the Swiss company WeMakelt

● bookmarking services, that GoTriple users can use to keep track of the publications

found on the platform

● the OPERAS Metrics service, which, as the name implies, presents indicators regarding

the impact of a publication indexed in GoTriple.

Their integration is described in the chapters that follow.

2.1. The crowdfunding platform

For the integration of WeMakeit, a light technical approach was chosen: it is a crowdfunding

platform completely independent of GoTriple and only a link to it appears in the top menu of

our discovery platform.

This choice was taken both for pragmatic and technical reasons. In the first case, we wanted to

verify the appeal and the success of this kind of service amongst the SSH community. In this

respect, the results so far have been limited. Also, the use of WeMakelt comes at a cost, so

OPERAS, together with the GoTriple Committee board should verify at the end of TRIPLE

whether to renew the agreement with the Swiss company or find a possible alternative.

1 In particular D5.1 [1], D5.2 [2], D5.3 [3], D5.4 [4], D5.5 [5], and D5.6 [6].
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As far as the technical aspects are concerned, WeMakeIt doesn't provide ready-to-use APIs that

would have allowed the Triple team to develop a connector to automatically import OPERAS'

crowdfunding projects in GoTriple. The only option would have been to directly access their

database, a choice that was not advisable, also for security reasons.

The TRIPLE development team has therefore decided to follow a completely different approach,

given on one hand the small number of crowdfunding projects to import, and on the other

considering a possible generalization of the need to insert projects in GoTriple. For example, this

might happen when the effort to develop a dedicated connector is technically too high or not

convenient because the amount of the available data is small. What has been developed is an

extension of the Harvesting Management Platform (HMS), that allows a GoTriple administrator

to manually insert the description of a project. The HMS, as described in deliverable D2.6

(Report on Global Data Retrieval) [7], has been developed by using the Drupal 9 framework.

Administrators can access the HMS Drupal back-end and insert the project description as shown

below.

Figure 1 - Project entry form in the HMS
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In particular, they must insert the language in which the textual descriptions are written and the

specific "funding program" of the project. The latter is based on a Drupal taxonomy that can be

expanded by the administrator to indicate all possible project sources to manage with this

manual interface.

Once the project is “published”, its data are automatically sent to the SCRE pipeline, which

processes them as described in chapter 3 deliverable D2.5 (Report on Data Enrichment [8]). In

particular, the project metadata passes the enrichment phase: if the textual descriptions are not

in English, an automatic translation is provided; also the automatic classification and annotation

with the TRIPLE vocabulary keywords are applied. The image that follows shows a WeMakeIt

crowdfunding project imported in GoTriple through the procedure described above.

Figure 2 - A crowdfunding project in GoTriple

Finally, albeit not directly related to crowdfunding, it is worth mentioning another HMS

development done in the period related to projects, that is the statistics. One example, for

CORDIS projects, is shown in the image below.
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Figure 3 - The project statistics in the HMS

2.2. Bookmarking services

As indicated in D5.1 [1], the possibility to export the description of a document found in

GoTriple to be imported in a bibliographic management app or service, was on top of the

wishlist of the GoTriple prospect users.

Instead of choosing the integration with a specific tool, a more general approach, based on

standards, was followed, which is providing an export feature in GoTriple document's landing
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pages in BibTeX format. The latter is a widely used standard, supported by practically any

bibliographic tool. The use of this feature is shown in the image below.

Figure 4 - Exporting document’s metadata in BibTeX format

From a document detail page, a new window appears when clicking on the "Export" button.

Here, the user can select the data format for the export of the document's metadata, in

particular BibTeX. The export is directly shown in the window or can be downloaded on the

user's desktop computer. This way, the user can import the document’s details in a tool such as

Zotero, Mendeley or EndNote.

It is important to point out that this strategy was also chosen for its extensibility. Publications’

metadata are in fact offered in multiple formats, including JSON and JSON-LD, simplifying the

reuse of GoTriple’s data through software programs.

2.3. Operas Metrics Service

One of the other top choices of prospect users for useful services to integrate in GoTriple, as

documented in D5.1 [1], was a metrics measurement for publications.

It was therefore natural to choose the OPERAS Metrics Service for this purpose: on one hand

this goes in the direction of encouraging synergies amongst OPERAS services, while on the

other, the integration with Metrics is technically straightforward. The service provides a
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convenient JavaScript-based interactive widget that can be easily embedded in an external

website such as GoTriple. The identification of the publication is done through its DOI.

At the time of writing, the amount of publications for which Metrics provides statistics is

somewhat limited (mainly open access monographs), albeit their number is destined to grow

significantly as the service is expanded (for example, this is one of the goals of the OPERAS-PLUS

research project2, currently ongoing).

In order to make sure that the metrics are visualisable for a publication, we first verify if its DOI

is present on Metrics by dynamically calling an API via JavaScript in the publication’s landing

page.

Only if the answer is positive the "View Operas Metrics" button is displayed. By clicking on it,

the widget appears (see the two images below).

Figure 5 - A document with metrics available

2 The OPERAS-PLUS project (https://operas-eu.org/projects/operas-plus/) runs from September 2022 to July 2025.
OPERAS was selected in 2021 as a new infrastructure on the ESFRI Roadmap and it is now on its path to becoming
operational as an ERIC in 2028. The project aims at supporting this process, together with the development of the
needed infrastructure.
Also it supports the development of OPERAS' services portfolio, providing both required technology and a
monitoring system for services development.
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Figure 6 - OPERAS Metrics widget in GoTriple

3. RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

Recommender Systems (RSs) are software components that predict and suggest items of

interest to users or user groups. Task 5.2 is adding to the platform’s user friendliness, focusing

on the exploration and integration of tailored information through ranking algorithms

implemented in the form of a Recommender System.

To date, recommendation algorithms mostly use data about users, items, and user-item
interactions, where users’ historical data traces form the main information source of the
recommendation logic [9]. GoTriple’s Recommender System (RS) is a service component that
supports researchers in finding their items of interest and, with this, enhances their discovery
experience. Based on the Scalable Recommendation-as-a-service (ScaR) framework, we offer
GoTriple a tailored bundle of recommendation services, extending on collaborative and
content-based recommendation approaches. To this end, we collect, model, and exploit user
and content data to suggest interesting research documents, research projects, and research
peers.

The RS is based on static data available in the system (i.e., meta-data of documents, research
projects, and research peers) and in addition, is continuously informed with user interaction
data. GoTriple user data is collected in the platform and sent to the RS on occurrence in an
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event-based manner. Triggered by the navigation of the user in the platform, GoTriple calls
respective recommendation service endpoints to retrieve a list of suggested items that are then
displayed in the GoTriple Graphical User Interface (GUI). As the GoTriple RS is based on ScaR,
communication is implemented with REST-based web services.

The Recommender services are implemented in the Java programming language and use either
the open-source framework Spring or Dropwizard. For deployment, they are packaged as
Docker images, which enables operating system level virtualization.

To support the development cycle executed in TRIPLE, most recent functionalities and bug-fixes
can be accessed via the development server3. To make sure only stable versions of the service
are used for the GoTriple production environment, the production-ready service can be
accessed via the production URL4. Both instances are secured with the help of HTTP Basic
Authentication requiring username and password to login on top of HTTP connections that are
encrypted with TLS.

3.1. Implemented Recommendation Algorithms

Currently, three types of algorithms are deployed for the GoTriple platform: (i) Collaborative
Filtering (CF) [10], which is a personalized algorithm that analyses items’ interaction data to find
similar users. Subsequently, items of these similar users (i.e., nearest neighbours) are extracted
and recommended. (ii) Content-based Filtering (CBF) [11], which calculates item similarities
based on content features and recommends a ranked list of these similar items. (iii) Most
Popular (MP) [12], which is an un-personalized algorithm recommending items that are
weighted and ranked by their popularity.

● To enable CF-based recommendations, which are based on users’ interaction traces
extracted from the GoTriple platform, different interactions are considered, e.g.,
accessing and opening research items, projects, and profiles. To find research items,
projects and profiles of interest, entities from within the traces of other users which
share the same interests in research items and projects are considered.

● To be able to offer users with content-based documents recommendations, we calculate
similarities to a user’s currently viewed research item or project. These CBF
recommendations are provided based on the similarity (i.e., using TF-IDF) of research
entities’ headlines, abstracts, and sets of categorizing keywords attached to them. Our
implementation of the content-based recommender utilizes similarity queries directly
supported by the database backend and allows to tune parameters for respective
built-in similarity measures, if needed.

4 https://prod-triple.know-center.at/sp/swagger-ui.html

3 https://triple.know-center.at/sp/swagger-ui.html
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● To enable MP-based recommendations, which are based on the users' interaction traces,
to be recommended research items, and projects are weighted and ranked by their
popularity (e.g., the item which was accessed the most).

For the instantiation of ScaR in the context of TRIPLE, the RS needs to customise the algorithms
to the needs of the domain and the application context. The instantiation of an algorithmic
configuration is done via configuration files following the YAML syntax. The configuration for
each algorithm, so called “recommender profile”, can look different for each domain and can be
replicated for various application scenarios. To instantiate the algorithms for the
recommendation of research documents, projects, and peers (i.e., users of the GoTriple
platform), we created multiple instances of recommender profiles.

The following profiles have been created for the first GoTriple release and were periodically
updated to the now final version:

● triple_document_cf.yaml: Profile for recommending personalized research items.
● triple_document_item_cb.yaml: Profile for recommending similar research items.

New recommendation profiles that have been added with the availability of data for projects
and research peers:

● triple_project_cf.yaml: Profile for recommending personalized research projects.
● triple_project_item_cb.yaml: Profile for recommending similar research projects.
● triple_user_cf.yaml: Profile for recommending individually matched research peers.

Additionally, the following profiles are provided to meet new requirements that arose during
the project:

● triple_document_mp.yaml: Profile for recommending most popular research items.
● triple_document_trending_mp.yaml: Profile for personalized recommending of most

popular research items from within a recent timeframe.
● triple_project_mp.yaml: Profile for recommending most popular research projects.
● triple_project_related_item_cb.yaml: Profile for recommending similar research projects

given a research document.
● triple_project_trending_mp.yaml: Profile for personalized recommending of most

popular research projects from within a recent timeframe.

3.2. Recommender Extension for Notification System

The notification system established in GoTriple is now also used by the RS to suggest trending
research documents to users who sign up to have notifications delivered to their profile on a
regular basis. For that, the RS allows registering users of the platform who want to receive
notifications based on recommendations. Currently, this configuration allows defining the user
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receiving the notification and the interval in which notifications should be generated. The
interval in which notifications are received can be “daily”, “every three days”, “weekly”, and
“bi-weekly”. The registration for the user to receive notifications can also be removed so that
the user is not included in future notifications anymore. If needed, it is also possible to clean all
previously generated recommendations used for a particular user. The sequence diagram in
Figure 7 shows the components involved in the process of adding a notification configuration to
the RS, and in turn, receiving recommendations on a regular basis, which can be subsequently
aggregated to be shown as notifications in the users’ profiles.

Figure 7 - Notifications configuration and generation logic

The recommendation profile used for generating recommendations for users on an individual
basis is “triple_document_trending_mp.yaml” - it considers the recency of research documents
“being popular” in the system to in turn recommend the most popular ones. Additionally, the
notification approach implemented in the RS considers whether a particular user was already
presented with certain research documents in the last notification intervals.

3.3. Recommender REST API – Final Version

The REST API can be divided into Data Ingestion Services and Recommendation Services. The
Data Ingestion Service includes a resource for storing user interaction with the RS, a resource to
trigger the data synchronisation process, and now a newly introduced resource,
“notification-controller”, to handle needed operations for notifications.
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The “data-ingestion-controller" was updated so that it now also allows the storage of profiles

and projects besides documents. The import process is similar to the one of document import

but uses dedicated indexes offered by the GoTriple database backend.

The usage of “interaction-ingestion-controller" from within GoTriple was extended to reflect
interactions based on profiles and projects.

To support notifications, the new resource “notification-controller” was added to allow the

configuration of recommendations used for notifications. Here, the interval to send

recommendations as notifications can be set for each user individually, users can be removed

from receiving recommendations, and previously generated recommendations for users can be

cleared.

The Recommendation Services Resource provides services for requesting recommendations
from the system and now also provides a resource to generate recommendations to be used for
notifications.

The “notification-controller” allows triggering the generation of recommendations that are sent

to the respective endpoint in GoTriple that stores notifications for all users. Here, the number of

recommendations to be generated and the interval that defines the corpus of users configured

to receive recommendations in the chosen interval, can be set. This endpoint normally is only

instantiated from within the new scheduler of the Recommendation Service, which takes care of

sending notifications in configured intervals as set for each individual user.

The “recomm-controller” offers various endpoints to be requested from within GoTriple to

generate proper recommendations for logged in as well as anonymous users at different

locations in the frontend:

● “research-item-most-popular" recommends documents to a user using the most popular

algorithm

● “research-item-personalized" recommends documents to a user using a collaborative

filtering algorithm

● “research-item-similar" recommends documents to a user that are similar to the input

document using a content-based filtering algorithm

● “research-item-trending" recommends documents to a user using a collaborative

filtering algorithm that considers the recency of users’ interactions with documents

● “research-peer” recommends users to a user using a collaborative filtering algorithm

● “research-project-most-popular" recommends projects to a user using the most popular

algorithm

● “research-project-trending" recommends projects to a user using a collaborative filtering

algorithm that considers the recency of users’ interactions with projects
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● “research-projects-personalized" recommends projects to a user using a collaborative

filtering algorithm

● “research-projects-related" recommends projects to a user that are similar to the input

document using a content-based filtering algorithm

● “research-projects-similar" recommends projects to a user that are similar to the input

project using a content-based filtering algorithm

Figure 8 - Recommender Data Ingestion APIs
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Figure 9 - Recommendation Service APIs

4. TRUST BUILDING SYSTEM

Focusing on enabling effective networking and strong partnerships among the SSH community,
the Trust Building System (TBS) serves as a third party application that helps to establish and
maintain adequate level of trust between various stakeholders within the community.

Following the iterative prototyping of the application and the guidelines established during the
workshops conducted within WP3 at the beginning of the project, the system is advancing
towards a more robust product, with the purpose to enable cooperation and synergies across
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the SSH community and beyond. The final development cycle delivered new end-user interfaces
based on the feedback from the community as well as additional APIs offering yet new
functionality within the TBS system to allow an easier onboarding process of the GoTriple users.

Figure 10 - Trust Building System user News Feed

4.1. Public groups within Trust Building System

TBS, as a federated system functioning outside of the core GoTriple platform, was responsible
for the onboarding, user management, and participation in groups (e.g., related to SSH topics)
within its own ecosystem exclusively. To allow for a better onboarding process and by
implication integration with the GoTriple ecosystem, additional incentives to register profiles
within TBS had to be established while at the same time opening up the network for a wider
variety of stakeholders. A concept of Public Groups has been introduced with the goal of
providing external users of GoTriple the ability to see the content of the subject matter before
engaging into the discussion or registering on the platform. Additional role management
features were introduced so that the admins can review the request of an external user before
allowing them to engage into conversations. The following steps of interaction are envisioned
within the TBS platform:

● Following the redirection link from GoTriple to the TBS platform, users are able to
browse public info pages of individual groups

● Users will be able to send a request to the group administrators with the request to join
the group
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● The system prompts GoTriple users to fill in a profile page, if they do not have a TBS
account yet

● The system sends a request with a profile page to the group admin for review
● Admins can accept or decline the request
● Upon acceptance, users can post and interact in the chat conversation page
● From there on, users can use further functionalities to get invited in private networks by

clicking on “add me to your network” or by sending invites to other group members
directly from the group info page

The respective endpoints have been provided to support the above described functionality:

Figure 11 - TBS public groups requests endpoints

With the current approach, additional interfaces were created to allow managing such
interactions. A dedicated menu offers an overview of all the public groups the user has created
or has been able to join.

On the administrator side, additional fields were added to review the requests and accept or
reject those requests. These options are available to the group admins also after the user has
been accepted to a given public group.
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Figure 12 - TBS public groups and networks overview

4.2. Trust Building System integration

The TBS took a loose integration strategy by interlinking websites, while striving to include
additional functionalities requested during the iterative prototyping. It will further test
processes to make it easier for SSH stakeholders to connect and collaborate with each other,
providing a feature-rich interaction space. It is nevertheless acknowledged that notification
linking between the accounts of GoTriple and TBS can serve as an added value and can be
integrated as a feature moving into the sustainable support of the products and services
stemming out of a TRIPLE project.

5. VISUALISATION

In this task led by Open Knowledge Maps (OKMAPS), we have developed two sets of
visualisations that are integrated in GoTriple as part of the innovative services. The first set are
complex, interactive visualisations, knowledge map, and streamgraph. They are included in the
longstanding open source framework Head Start of OKMAPS, which was adapted and extended
within TRIPLE for the needs and requirements of the SSH domain. While these two
visualisations can be embedded within other interfaces, they are usually used on their own. The
second set are less complex diagram components. They are not meant to be used as standalone
interfaces. Instead, they are meant to enhance the information included on other pages within
the GoTriple platform such as search results and landing pages.

For more information on the basics of these two sets of visualisations, in particular the diagram
components that have been finalised by M24, please refer to Deliverable D5.4 [4].
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The work done on the visualisations since M24 focused on the knowledge maps and the
streamgraph. For these visualisations, we implemented a redesign, developed new features,
and improved existing ones.

5.1. User interface redesign

We have decided to do a gentle redesign of the user interfaces for knowledge maps and the
streamgraph for various reasons. First of all, we needed space for the new features such as
export and cite features. We also wanted to take the opportunity to simplify some of the
existing UI elements to make them more easily accessible and to unify and enhance the overall
look and feel. Finally, we made it easier to integrate the two visualisations into third-party
systems like GoTriple by implementing a look and feel that is devoid of OKMAPS specific
corporate identity (CI) and that can more easily fit into any existing CI.

The following UI elements were improved: the context line, the layout of the list items
(document entries), the search field and filters section, the credit line, and the additional
functionalities toolbar. We harmonised the look and feel of the modal windows by unifying the
design and behaviour of the windows and their control elements, such as the copy button. We
also took the opportunity to improve our tooltips and interface texts.

5.2. New features

We developed several new functionalities to accommodate user needs and to elevate the
researcher workflow through our services. We chose features that are in high demand by our
users and that were identified as important during the user research carried out in WP3.

For each of the features, we followed a structured process that included four steps:

1. Research/evaluation of existing features in other discovery services
2. Research for suitable libraries (if necessary)
3. Design and specifications for the new feature
4. Implementation and review cycle for the new feature

The features we developed are described in more detail below.

5.2.1. Export feature and citation feature
We implemented two new features that are related to references and reference management:
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1. An export feature that enables users to easily export any document to their reference
manager

2. A citation feature that enables users to easily cite any document.

To realise these two features, we evaluated existing export and citation features in other
discovery services. The goal was to analyse the functionalities from a UX design, usability, and
technical point of view. We evaluated what these features have in common, what works really
well, and what doesn’t. The following services were taken into consideration: Google Scholar,
Lens, Zenodo, Semantic Scholar, Dimensions, and ConnectedPapers.

Design choices and specifications (e.g., call to actions, which citation formats to choose) were
based on (i) the outcome of our findings, (ii) careful consideration of what would work really
well in our own UI, and (iii) technical feasibility.

For the export feature, we currently provide the BibTeX format.

The citation feature provides four widely used citation styles: APA, MLA, Chicago, and ACM.

For the export feature, we started the implementation phase with a detailed analysis of the
BibTeX specification. The format itself is unfortunately specified very loosely and therefore the
support of its features (the document types and their attributes) differs between various
services. We decided to primarily focus on compatibility with Zotero, Mendeley, and Endnote.
Based on the analysis, we defined a mapping between our metadata and the BibTeX attributes.

In the next step, we used the mapping to implement a backend endpoint that accepts a single
document’s metadata and returns a formatted BibTeX file. For the file creation, we used a
Python library, bibtexparser5. The endpoint works both as a data source for the BibTeX content
and as a download link for the file.

In the final step, we used the new endpoint in our frontend (see figure 13). We added a new
button to each list item (document entry). When the user clicks the button, a new modal
window is opened and the BibTeX file preview is displayed (see figure 14). The user can proceed
to download the file by clicking the Download button or to copy the file content by clicking the
Copy button. The feature was also designed in a way that we can easily add additional export
file formats in the future.

The export files created via our interfaces were successfully tested in Zotero, Mendeley, and
EndNote.

5 https://github.com/sciunto-org/python-bibtexparser
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Figure 13 - Access to the export feature and cite-as feature via the list element

Figure 14 - The export feature modal

For the citation feature implementation, we decided to use the JavaScript library citation-js6.
This library, together with its CSL (citation style language) plugin, takes a CSL template and the
cited paper metadata as an input and produces the citation string as an output. As a source of
the CSL templates, we used the GitHub repository citation-style-language/styles7.

7 https://github.com/citation-style-language/styles

6 https://citation.js.org/
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While reviewing the first prototype of the feature, it turned out that the metadata from BASE
needs further processing. Information on the document source, such as publication venue,
issue, volume, and number of pages are included in a single, combined attribute (dc:source),
which often includes additional information such as the publisher as well. This caused the
generated citations to be incorrect. We solved the issue by parsing the data attribute. The
parsing is performed during the initial data gathering in the backend.

The frontend then gets the sanitised data and displays the citation when the user clicks on the
“Cite as” button in the list (see figures 13 and 15). In case the data could not be parsed, the
frontend displays a warning message. In the citation feature modal, the user can select between
four citation styles mentioned above (APA, MLA, Chicago, and ACM) and copy the citation with a
click.

Figure 15 - The citation feature modal

5.2.2. Document types feature
In the implemented knowledge maps, we consider 25 different document types provided by
BASE8, including text, data sets, software, images, audio, and video. Users can create knowledge
maps for individual document types or multiple document types.

In the past, users didn’t know that we offer such a wide variety and assumed our visualisations
only include journal articles. For that reason, we implemented a feature that enables users to
easily identify the document type. Furthermore, we decided to highlight the following
document types by adding little icons: dataset, map, audio, video, software, still images, and
moving image/video (see figure 16). In some cases, the document types are unknown or were
not specified in the repository. These items do not have a document type tag.

8 See BASE Interface Guide - Version 1.25 (May 2022) at
https://www.base-search.net/about/download/base_interface.pdf
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For documents that are annotated with more than one document type, we display up to two
document types as tags and the rest of the document types are mentioned in a separate line
underneath the abstract of the document (see figure 14).

Figure 16 - Document list item with document tags and a supplementary line including all document types
beneath the abstract

The technical implementation of this feature was straightforward: we simply displayed the
metadata within UI components that we have already implemented for other tags (e.g., the
open access tag). The icons originate from the FontAwesome icon library.

5.2.3. Navigation via browser back & forward button
Another often demanded usability improvement that we implemented is the ability to navigate
the visualisations using the browser's back and forward buttons. Before, it was only possible to
navigate the visualisations using the mouse. For some users, however, the back and forward
buttons are the most intuitive way to navigate between the overview and individual areas. This
feature also allows the user to easily retrace their interactions.

When a user clicks the browser’s back or forward button, the browser switches to the
previous/next URL from the browsing history. Therefore, the first step we had to implement was
changing the visualisation URL parameters based on the current state. Since we wanted to
enable the back/forward navigation for zooming-in/-out and selecting/deselecting papers, this
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meant we had to introduce two new parameters into the URL: one representing the zoomed-in
area (bubble) and the other representing the selected paper.

With this logic prepared, we could then implement the navigation. Head Start listens on the
back/forward button usage. When the user clicks on one of the buttons, Head Start is alerted
and updates the visualisation according to the current URL parameters.

5.3. Updates/improvements of existing features

5.3.1. Improvements to the streamgraph visualisation
The streamgraph visualisation is the newest visualisation type in the Head Start library. Based
on feedback from our users, we improved the streamgraph considerably (see figure 17).

First, we improved the readability of the visualisation. The stream labels positioning algorithm
was upgraded. It is now capable of preventing the labels from overlapping and makes sure no
label overflows out of the visualisation. The labels order also respects the order of the streams.

In addition, we improved the streams tooltip. The tooltips overall appearance was harmonised
with the rest of the application. Several UX behaviour bugs were fixed that impacted the
readability, e.g., previously the tooltip disappeared under certain conditions.

The way the tooltip is positioned relative to the mouse cursor was improved. We now calculate
the distance between the tooltip’s bottom and the cursor, whereas previously, we used the
distance between the tooltip’s top and the cursor. This allows us to position the tooltip more
accurately, even though the tooltip height changes based on the content.
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Figure 17 - The improved streamgraph visualisation

We have also created an extensive FAQ page for the Streamgraph. The link was added to the
“more information” pop-up and to the credit line within the visualisation interface. The FAQs
describe how the streamgraph is computed and provides guidance on how to interpret the
results in more detail.

The changes did not stop there but went beyond the visualisation itself. We also adapted the
search flow for the streamgraph. For example, we adjusted the descriptions and labels in the
search waiting page and failed page with streamgraph-specific content. We also customised
some of the Head Start control elements (e.g., the modal buttons) so that they fit with the
streamgraph visualisation.

5.3.2. Improved citation of knowledge map and streamgraph
We enhanced our existing feature “Cite this visualisation”. This feature is distinct from the
citation feature described in 5.2.1 and automatically generates a citation for the visualisation
itself. It was previously hard to find and only available for knowledge maps. In addition, users
had to copy the citation manually.
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We have added the functionality to our toolbar. A mouse click on “cite” triggers a pop-up
message (see figure 18) that allows the user to copy the citation with a single click. The feature
is now available for both visualisations, knowledge map, and streamgraph.

Figure 18 - Cite this streamgraph modal

For the implementation, we re-used the modal window component and the copy button
component that we had created for other features. The citation follows a fixed scheme and is
capable of distinguishing between the two visualisation types.

Finally, we also improved the citation of visualisations using third-party software such as the
Zotero browser extension. These extensions read the page metadata in order to retrieve citation
information. To accommodate these extensions, we added metadata entries in the form of meta
tags to the visualisation’s HTML such as author, title, and the creation date of a visualisation.

6. OPEN ANNOTATION TOOL

In these last months of TRIPLE, the Net7 team working in T5.5, focused on two aspects: on one

hand the onboarding of the Open Annotation Tool Pundit in the EOSC marketplace; while on the

other on adding new features to the tool, a work that will continue until the end of the project.

As far as the former point is concerned, Pundit has been accepted in the EOSC Marketplace in

November 2022. This was one of the results of an EOSC DIH pilot on Pundit that started a few

months before.
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Figure 19 - Pundit in the EOSC Marketplace

The EOSC Digital Innovation Hub (EOSC DIH) is an international and multi-partner cooperation

that supports companies, with a focus on start-ups and SMEs, in easily accessing the digital

technologies and services offered by the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC).

The Pundit pilot has the following objectives:

(1) supporting Net7 to onboard Pundit in the EOSC Marketplace, which can give to this tool a

significant boost in visibility, especially amongst European researchers;

(2) studying other possible use cases and business exploitation options for Pundit, including the

release of the service with a Freemium model (free to use for basic functionalities while for

more advanced and professional features the user must pay a recurrent subscription);

(3) analysing the technical feasibility of deploying Pundit, which is currently hosted at Amazon

AWS, into an EOSC infrastructure.

The on-boarding of Pundit in the EOSC is of course an important achievement, not only for

Net7, but for the TRIPLE project as a whole as well.

As said, also the technical side of Pundit hasn't been neglected.
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First of all, the EOSC DIH pilot itself has an implementation aspect, that is verifying the

feasibility of deploying Pundit in an infrastructure run by EGI. At present, Pundit runs on the

Amazon AWS cloud and heavily exploits some of its services (e.g., Lambda functions, API

Gateway, OpenSearch server,…). The pilot, which is currently ongoing, is aimed at refactoring

some of Pundit's software components for using open-source alternatives to AWS’ services, in

particular, rewriting the business logic implemented under the serverless paradigm, that are

then deployed as AWS’ lambda functions. All of them have been developed in TypeScript, a

strongly typed JavaScript version, and by using the Node.js and the Serverless libraries.

The refactoring consists of getting rid of the Serverless dependencies and to deploy the code as

Node.js functions by using the Express framework.

This development is linked to understanding a possible sustainability model for Pundit, an

analysis that Net7 is conducting also as a part of the EOSC DIH pilot. The possibility to run

Pundit in a public infrastructure instead of Amazon's AWS would of course lower significantly its

whole operational costs, an important component to ensuring its availability to the academic

and research community.

The rest of the technical activities done in the period focused on adding four main

functionalities for users:

● support for semantics

● notebook sharing

● better interoperability with other annotation tools

● the federation of Pundit’s and GoTriple’s accounts.

The support for semantic annotations has been introduced in Pundit in the course of TRIPLE. As

shown in the image that follows, it allows to create an annotation as a semantic web "triple",

with the subject being the selected text (or the whole web document), a predicate and an

object, specified either as a literal or as a URI.
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Figure 20 - Semantic annotation in Pundit

The next step related to semantics, currently in development, gives users the possibility to

select multiple ontologies in the annotation process.

Figure 21 - Multiple ontologies support in Pundit
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Ontologies will be specified on the Pundit back-end through an easy to use web interface

(available for administrators, although in the future we might also allow Premium users to

define their own ontologies).

The back-end interface for defining the ontology will be very simple: for each ontology, it only

allows to specify predicates, classes, and entities, defined as:

● For predicates and classes:

○ a label (e.g., “rdf:type” or “has_class”)

○ an optional description

○ a fully qualified URI (e.g., https://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type)

● For entities

○ a label: e.g., “NIN”

○ an optional description

○ a fully qualified URI: e.g., https://dbpedia.org/resource/Nine_Inch_Nails

The data model to support this functionality is pretty straightforward, with only two entities,

one for the Ontologies, and one for their components, as described in the diagram that follows.

Figure 22 - Data model to manage ontologies support in Pundit
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Notebook sharing on the other hand is one of the most requested features by Pundit users. This

functionality will allow them to share with selected people a "notebook".

In Pundt, a notebook stores the annotations of a user. Up to now, notebooks could only be

either private or public. In the latter case, all of their annotations are freely visible by every

Pundit user.

Sharing it with other persons extends the logic for retrieving and visualizing the annotations.

When accessing a specific web content in fact - html or PDF alike - with a specific URL, users see:

● their annotations associated to that URL in their notebooks

● all annotations done by other users on that URL contained in public notebooks

● all annotations for that URL that are contained in shared notebooks.

The steps to share a notebook with a user from the Pundit extension are exemplified in the

mock-ups that follow:

Figure 23 - Notebook sharing in Pundit
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Figure 24 - Notebook sharing in Pundit

The third line of development for Pundit in the course of TRIPLE is about allowing users to see

public annotations done on a page with the popular Hypothes.is9 annotation tool.

The goal is to encourage the development of an open and interoperable annotation layer on top

of web documents.

It should be considered therefore as a proof of concept, which also makes sense given the

presence of Pundit in the Annotating All Knowledge (AAK) Coalition10. AAK is a coalition of

scholarly publishers, platforms, libraries, educational institutions, and technology organizations

whose aim is to create an open, interoperable annotation layer over web content.

The Hypothes.is integration feature, mocked in the image that follows, is currently in

development and will be released before the end of the TRIPLE Project.

10 https://hypothes.is/annotating-all-knowledge/

9 https://web.hypothes.is/
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Figure 25 - Interoperability with Hypothes.is

Finally, the T5.5 team will finalise the integration of the federation between Pundit and GoTriple
accounts, to allow Pundit notifications to be shown on the MyGoTriple page of the user. This
feature has been already described in the D5.5 (Report on the Open Annotation Tool)
deliverable [5].

7. DISCOVERY SYSTEM

In this task, we developed an innovative discovery system that brings together textual and visual
interface components. This discovery system is based on Head Start, an open source framework
that has been developed by Open Knowledge Maps over more than six years. Head Start
provides interactive, web-based overviews of research topics, authors, and projects. The
overviews are based on related resources, for example, the most relevant publications on a
topic, or the articles and datasets published by an author or project. Head Start is one of the
innovative services that is integrated with GoTriple in order to support discovery.

For more information on the basics of the discovery system and its integration in GoTriple,
please refer to Deliverable D5.6 (Discovery System) [6].

The work done on the discovery system since M24 focused on the transition to the Custom
Services, the development of author maps and project maps, and improvements to stability and
scalability of the service.
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7.1. Transition to the Custom Services pipeline

Based on the positive experiences that we have made with providing Head Start as a hosted
solution in TRIPLE, as well as in other projects, we have made a proposal to the TRIPLE
consortium to move the GoTriple integration to a new infrastructure run by OKMAPS, the
so-called Custom Services. The Custom Services provide Head Start’s visualisation capabilities as
customizable cloud components on a shared, open, and not-for-profit platform. There are
several advantages to the Custom Services regarding the sustainability and maintenance of the
service. For one, the Custom Services enable any future improvements of Head Start to
automatically be available to GoTriple, even beyond the end of the TRIPLE project. The Custom
Services also help to reduce integration and maintenance costs on the GoTriple side as the
Custom Services are not running on GoTriple servers, but are provided as cloud services by
OKMAPS.

The TRIPLE consortium agreed to this plan and subsequently, the transition to the Custom
Services began. In the Custom Services model, GoTriple data is not directly accessed by Head
Start, but rather consumed via BASE, the Bielefeld Academic Search Engine. Therefore, it was
necessary to create a mapping between the data schemas of GoTriple and BASE as well as
implementing an OAI-PMH endpoint to the GoTriple data. This work was carried out in WP4
with strong support from WP5.

On the OKMAPS side, it was necessary to improve the Parameterized Search and Visualization
Service so that it can be used within GoTriple (further described in the following section).
Additionally, we have extended the retrieval and analytics containers so that streamgraphs can
be created on top of BASE data. Finally, we provided the TRIPLE implementation partners in
WP4 with updated instructions for integration of the Custom Services.

7.2. Improvements to the Parameterized Search and Visualisation

Service

The Parameterized Search and Visualisation Service (PSVS) is an entry point into the automatic
pipeline that leads users directly to a visualisation. The entry point is a parameterized
search/waiting page that accepts URL-encoded parameters.

On the frontend-side, it provides an integration framework for direct link-based integration, and
for an integration with our customisable search box. On the backend-side, it converts user
queries (coming through a link or a search-box) into requests to the backend-server. It then
handles the response from the backend server and forwards the user to the visualisation.

On a technical level, the PSVS is implemented as a PHP middleware between the frontend and
the containerised backend API. The PSVS is functionally similar to a HTTP GET interface.
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However, the service is not returning a raw data representation of a visualisation, but rather a
web page that triggers the creation of the visualisation. Therefore, the service entry point does
not conform to the strict definition of a HTTP GET interface.

We improved the PSVS for use in GoTriple in several ways. First, we migrated the language filter
from the old pipeline to the Custom Services. This filter is crucial to the multilingual approach of
GoTriple and allows to create visualisations in specific languages.

We also updated the error-handling mechanisms for GoTriple. Error handling is a crucial part of
our services that we pay a lot of attention to. Our goal is to lower user frustrations and keep the
user on our page. This concerns technical problems, but also searches that were unsuccessful
due to user input. We achieve this by providing accurate feedback to the user, so they can easily
understand what went wrong and how to fix the issue or how to proceed. In case of
unsuccessful searches, the backend applies error detection heuristics and returns a likely
response reason to the PSVS and the frontend such as too specific queries, typos, or a too
narrow date range. Users are informed about the outcomes and where possible are offered a
solution or mitigation to the error.

For GoTriple, we added two improvements to the error handling system in our search flow. First,
we have customised our 404 error. It’s now also displayed when an invalid or no map ID is
provided in the URL. Second, we have added a new error message that is displayed when our
services experience too many user requests. In this case, the user is informed about the cause
and a countdown appears. Once the countdown runs to zero, the page is refreshed and another
attempt to create the visualisation is made automatically.

Finally, the Custom Services pipeline has been updated to be fully embeddable within iframes.
The waiting and failed pages of the search-flow are now also embeddable through the use of
the embed-parameter in request URLs.

These changes have been reflected in the technical documentation for the Custom Services, in
particular, the interactive API descriptions implemented in Swagger.

7.2.1. Addition of Streamgraph to Custom Services
As part of the transition to the Custom Services pipeline, the Streamgraph visualisation has
been made available in the Parameterised Search and Visualisation Service. To enable the
integration of the new visualisation mode, the PSVS has been extended with a parameter that
lets integrators choose between knowledge maps and streamgraphs.

Additionally, our BASE data client was improved and we added functionality for a pagination of
search results beyond the first top 100 results. This was necessary to retrieve the higher amount
of documents required for producing streamgraph visualisations.
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7.3. Development of author and project visualisations

In the first 24 months, we developed knowledge maps and streamgraphs for publications. In the
past 16 months, our focus has been on the other two main resources in the GoTriple platform:
authors/profiles and projects.

7.3.1. Visualisations for authors
We adapted our pipeline so that it is now possible to create both knowledge maps and
streamgraphs for the works of a given author. This gives users a topical overview of the oeuvre
of an author and lets them explore the evolution of topics in an author’s work over time.

The creation of single-author maps is possible through the introduction of the new search
parameter “q_advanced”. This parameter allows for a more fine-grained search in the index of
our data provider BASE, and within GoTriple, it can be used to search for an author’s ORCID. This
will produce a knowledge map of all available documents within BASE that are associated with
this ORCID. The only precondition is that the ORCID is known by GoTriple beforehand (e.g., as
part of an author profile).

On a technical level, q_advanced is implemented as a separate query term within a request to
the BASE-API. In the case of an author-maps via ORCID, the parameter works as a filter on the
dcorcid metadata field.

We also updated relevant elements of the search-flow (waiting and fail pages), the Head Start
visualisation client, and associated documentations. For GoTriple, we have also provided
integration instructions with certain adjustments to other search parameters, with the goal to
improve the results of ORCID-based visualisations.

7.3.2. Visualisations for projects
Similar to the author-based visualisations, the project-based visualisations give an overview of
the output of single projects. This enables users to understand what topics have been
addressed in the project and which resources have been produced.

The creation of single-project maps is enabled through the introduction of a new search
endpoint for the OpenAIRE data source. The endpoint requires two parameters (project_id and
funder) and creates a knowledge map of all documents and datasets associated with the
project_id. It is a precondition that both parameters are known by GoTriple (e.g., as part of a
project overview page).
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For this feature, we integrated an existing data client developed in the project VIPER - The Visual
Project Explorer11 into the Custom Services and adjusted the pipeline (backend-API, search-flow
and Head Start client) accordingly. The content of the knowledge map is created by retrieving
the project output from the OpenAIRE database via our data client. Two requests are made
from our side, one for publications and one for datasets. Both results are combined, and the
combined metadata set is forwarded to the Custom Services machine learning and natural
language processing pipeline.

In the search-flow, we updated the relevant error handling functionality for the new API
endpoint, and adjusted parts of the user interface regarding the new set of search parameters.

Lastly, we migrated an existing frontend client for the OpenAIRE data source into the Custom
Services pipeline, and modified it to accommodate project-related metadata.

7.4. Improvements to stability and scalability of the service

7.4.1. Distributed processing of machine learning tasks

The work done regarding machine learning tasks is a continuation and completion of a backend
refactoring that was carried out over the first 24 months of the project. Previously, the backend
was refactored from a monolithic architecture into a microservice architecture where data
retrieval, data processing, and persistence operations are clearly separated and can be
scaled/distributed across servers on a more granular level.

Scaling in this context means adding additional hardware resources in the form of server nodes,
on which identical versions of a microservice are running in parallel, and computing power is
allocated more efficiently to tasks. When creating a knowledge map, the computing demand is
larger for machine learning and natural language processing tasks, which are happening
on-the-fly for each unique user request. They can take 60-80% of the total wait time, even
under full utilisation of an individual server.

For this reason, we made use of the capabilities gained by containerizing the R-data processing
service in Docker to distribute work across multiple servers (“worker nodes”). Worker nodes are
exclusively running a data processing container and are connected to the rest of the system via
the Redis-message queue. Worker processes are actively looking for new tasks appearing on the
queue, and whenever a user request enters the system and input data is ready for processing,
workers pick up the data, do the data processing, and return the result back to the queue. From
here, the result is persisted to a database by another service, and returned back to the user by
the API.

11 For a full description see [13]
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The architecture is a “hub and spoke” system (see figure 26), with a highly-scalable Redis node
in the centre (“hub”) and a variable number of worker nodes (“spokes”) connected to it. Worker
nodes are securely connected to the hub node via SSH tunnels.

Figure 26 - Simplified overview of the new scalable backend

Adding additional worker nodes is automated via Ansible playbooks. This tool automates all
steps for setting up a fully functional worker node on a fresh root server, and adding it to the
network. Ansible playbooks are also used to update containers with new versions of the
backend across all involved servers.

The benefits of the distributed processing are already measurable in our production system:

● The restrictions on maximum average and peak search loads are removed by running on
a one-node system, and it is now possible to handle an average search load beyond ~200
knowledge maps/hour.

● Additionally, creating a knowledge map takes less time because individual processing
steps can now fully utilise server resources for parallel processing, without competing
with other requests. This means wait times for users are reduced considerably, by about
10-15 seconds for each map (a 25%-30% reduction).

7.4.2. Upgrades and maintenance of R data processing backend
As part of the upgrades to distributed processing, the R data processing services underwent a
code cleanup and updates of dependencies. A performance test identified minor bottlenecks
that were improved, and a code review revealed some removable natural language processing
functions that consumed computing power without purpose. Overall, the upgrades and
maintenance yielded small, but noticeable, additional performance improvements.
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7.4.3. Upgrades and maintenance of PHP-service layer
A small update was done within the PHP-service layer that intermediates between user requests
and the backend service API. A lightweight API wrapper was created to improve code structure
and readability, and a new functionality to improve peak-load error handling was added.

7.5. Further improvements

7.5.1. Data processing
The frontend of our application needs to handle large and complex data provided by our
backend. The documents in our visualisations are represented by data entries that have many
attributes - from metadata provided by the data source, such as the document title or
publication date, to internal information used for the computation of the visualisation. The
metadata transformation and rendering process is therefore very sensitive to data tidiness - any
deviation from the expected data scheme can cause the application to crash.

That is why we decided to add a new layer to our frontend data processing: a data validation
and sanitization layer. Its purpose is to check if the data that came from our backend fulfils the
expected scheme, and if not, to try to correct it. Possible corrections include data format
conversions and inference (e.g., testing if a string is actually an array), or adding fallback values
in case of missing data. If no correction can be applied, the metadata remains empty, and an
error is logged. This helps us with reducing metadata-related bugs to a minimum. It also results
in a more stable and robust frontend environment, which allows us to add new features more
easily. Another important benefit is that we have improved backwards compatibility with
knowledge maps that were created in the past.

7.5.2. Development environment
In order to simplify and speed up the development process, we decided to improve our
development environment. This work was carried out in two steps: first, we cleaned up the
codebase repository and removed dead code and unused files. Second, we added more local
examples - what we call sandbox versions of our app frontend running on localhost. The local
examples make development easier, because we can quickly test the new features of all of our
data integrations without having to deploy them anywhere.

These changes mostly result in a faster feature development. We can now also test our frontend
features across different data integrations more easily, which increases the chance of spotting
and fixing data-integration-related bugs early on. And finally, our repository is now tidier as well
as better maintainable.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

As emerged by the descriptions of the previous chapters, we can affirm that the goal of WP5 to
integrate Innovative Services in GoTriple has been completely achieved. All of the services are
available to the users of the Discovery Platform, some of them since the first alpha release of
GoTriple.

The progress doesn’t stop here, as the WP5 team is still at work, in close collaboration with
WP4, to complete and improve their services for these remaining months of TRIPLE.

While the work in T5.1 is completed, for T5.2, the next integration regards the inclusion of the
“Most Popular” content (documents and projects) in the home page of GoTriple.

For T5.3, the team will refine the logic to ease the onboarding of new users in the Trust Building
System.

Together with further improvements and refinements, the work of T5.4 and T5.6 will be
devoted to the integration of the projects' knowledge maps in GoTriple.

Finally, together with the development of new functionalities of Pundit currently in the works,
the T5.5 team will finalise the federation between Pundit’s and GoTriple’s accounts, to allow
Pundit notifications to be shown on the MyGoTriple page of the user.
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